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Dave Davis, MD
Nothing to disclose (sort of sad, huh?)

What do you think of when you
think of ‘CME’?
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Other framing questions
1. Does CME work? A different way of framing

CME: the clinical care gap
2. What do we know about effective CME?
3. What are the forces changing CME?

• National and local forces
• Changing healthcare
4. AAMC’s ae4Q project
5. So what? Implications for Children’s

FRAMING CME and the
Clinical Care gap:

revenue

reputation

Referrals

1977:
Does CME work?

registrations
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Does CME work?

Does CME
change
physician
behaviour?
Health care
outcomes?

Size, scope of CME
2011)

(US data, ACCME,

13,700,000
physician
participations

9,500,000
aliied health
participations

953,000 hours
of instruction

133,000
activities
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*The size, scope and effect of CME vs the
clinical care gap

13,700,000
physician
participants

The
clinical
care gap

9,500,000
aliied health
participants

953,000 hours
of instruction

133,000
activities
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And for this expenditure, what do we get?
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PAYING ATTENTION TO THE
RESEARCH
Physicians and others not self-aware: objective needs
assessment, performance feedback important
Knowledge necessary but not sufficient for change;
didactics lousy at changing performance
What works? Interactivity; sequencing; predisposing,
enabling and reinforcing strategies
‘CME’ > conferences; = practice-based tools (reminders,

audit-feedback, protocols & training)

Docs pass through stages of learning: awareness,
agreement, adoption to adherence
…………Cochrane reviews, AHRQ/EB reviews, others

Effective CME: what do the studies of CE say? The
effect of interventions on performance and health
care outcomes JAMA 1995;274:700-705

Audt and feedback
Reminders
Pt mediated
Opinion leaders

+PP
interv#

Academic detailing
conferences
print, AV

+PP refers the number of studies that showed positive effects
0 refers to the
10number of studies
20 with the30particular interventions
40
Interv#
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Does formal CME work?: graphic representation of
effect of variables (JAMA 1999; 282:867-874)

Multiple sessions
Single

+PP
interv#

Mixed
Interactive

Didactic
Interv# refers to the number of studies with the particular interventions
+PP refers the number of studies that showed positive effects

0

5

10

15

Reaching all
learners…implications
of the CME research
agenda

FROM
Formal CME: lectures,
courses, educational materials
TO
• Outreach visits
• Small group learning
• Opinion leaders
• Academic detailing
Interactivity:
• Patient-mediated strategies
Q&A, case
• Audit/feedback
discussion,
• Reminders
reflection,
MCQs,(computerized,
etc)
audience
response
• Comprehensive,
QI- or
systems,
thinkpractice-based interventions
pair-share
• Other ICT-enabled tools
(web-based, videoconferencing, PDAs, etc)
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CHANGING CME
1) Reports on healthcare
2011

• IOM: “Redesigning CE in the

Health Professions: a call for a
CPD Institute”
• Macy-AAMC/AACN lifelong

learning
• “Unmet Needs”: quality & safety
• Evidence-based medicine,

guidelines
2000

• Comparative effectiveness
• Health Professional Education
• Quality Chasm

“There’s a crack in it –

that’s how the light gets in”
Leonard Cohen
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2) Other forces…

The
New
CME

= Forces for change x Vision x First Steps
Resistance (inertia + barriers)

CHANGING CME/CPD, ONE
STEP AT A TIME:
LESSONS FROM THE AAMC’S
AE4Q PROJECT….
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One step at a time
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addressing silos

What does ae4q do?
Consultation/advice/mentorship on….
Educational Process
• Use of quality metrics in planning and assessment
• Use of evidence based interventions (including HIT,
team training, staff development)
Organizational Alignment of CME and
 GME, UME
 QI/PI initiatives (hospitals and practice plans)
 HIT, electronic health records
 Faculty, Staff Development programs
Resources (references, funding sources, templates)
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The
“Typical”*
AMC

EHR

QI/PI
programs

Staff
development

Teaching
Hospital

Community

UME/
GME

*there’s no such
thing

Health
system
data

Faculty
Devel’t

Accreditation,
other input

The ae4Q Cycle of Improvement
Data Sources:
quality,
utilization, CER
results,
OPPE/PQRS
data

Educational Resources:
grand rounds,
team/staff/organizational
development, internal and
external CME programs,
faculty development

ae4Q Process - Alignment and
Education: resource and
intervention development,
deployment, mentoring
Evaluation/Feedback

to system and to
ae4Q process
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Where were the pilot sites?
Academic Medical centers of…

• Pilots selected based

on :

 Interest
• Readiness
• Champion
stakeholders
• Resources needed
• Capacity
• Desired metrics

o

University of Kansas

o

University of Oklahoma

o

North Shore LIJ/Hofstra

o

University of Iowa

o

University of Colorado

o

University of Oregon Health Sciences
Center

o

Duke University

o

University Missouri-Columbia

o

Wayne State University

o

Virginia Commonwealth University

o

University of New Mexico
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ae4Q sites

2012 sites

phase 1

phase 2

Pilot sites

Were they successful?
AMC outcomes

• Our joint products

• Patient care and process

• Markers of organizational

improvements

• Re-alignment of CME with

other entities

• Champions, recognition of

value of CME

AAMC metrics/learning
• What outcomes are

desirable, achievable and
common across AMCs?

• What resources help the

readiness: alignment?
educational effectiveness?
champions? timing?
drivers and barriers?

• New resources to facilitate

the integration

• Sharing of Best Practices
• Communities of Practice
• Dissemination of results;

publications; presentations

process?
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Using CME as an intervention……..
o

The clinical
/health
oeducational care
initiatives,
enterprise:
focus
e.g.,
on
qualitydeveloped
metrics
o rounds
from quality measures,
care gaps
o team training
o morbidity, mortality
and improvement
sessions
The CME enterprise:
focused on courses and
conferences, related to
commercial interests

no, or only self-assessment – e.g. regular
rounds
Golf
game this
aft…

Charts
overdue
Diabetic
ketoacidosis?
patient on 5A

Teenage
kids

Preeclampsia
patient in ER
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objective assessments, e.g., quality
rounds…
Our
department's
performance
in XX
management

What’s the role of
other team
members in making
this better?

What’s the
evidence?

How could
we do
better?

How do we
compare
with…?

Improving performance: the
Pathman-PROCEED model
Methods/
Stages

Awareness

Agreement

Adoption

Adherence

Predisposing

Enabling

Reinforcing
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So…it’s probably a good idea to change
our name…but to what?
 Continuing Professional Development ???
 Continuous Performance Improvement?
 Continuing Education/CPD & Improvement
 Practice-based learning and improvement
 anything’s better than…
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Putting it together: Pathman, PROCEED
and a CME-based implementation
planning guide

Davis et al, BMJ, 2003

Methods/
Stages

Predisposing

Enabling

Reinforcing

Awareness
Newsletter
General
rounds

Agreement

Adoption

Adherence

Depart’l
rounds
meetings

Small group
(team)
discussion
champions

Workshops
simulations

Remindersg
Audit/
feedback

Reminders
Audit/
feedback

Thinking that lectures will change
outcomes? Just plain dumb….
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And finally, in summary

More information:

E-mail
Web

ddavis@aamc.org
www.aamc.org/initiatives/cei
www.mededportal.org
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